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ABSTRACT
Fiber length is believed to be an important factor in determining various toxicological
responses to asbestos and other bio-persistent fibers. Length classification of fibers thus is crucial
for toxicological assessment. Nylon mesh screens have been shown to be effective in separating
fibers by length. In this note, we report development of a purging flow system for harvesting
fibers from a nylon net screen, with the aim of separating airborne fibers by length. We evaluated
the performance of this purging flow system by examining the lengths of glass fibers collected on
a screen. Fibers aerosolized by vortex shaking were provided to 10 µm and 20 µm mesh screens,
and the fibers collected on each screen were purged periodically with a backflow. The length of
the purged fibers was measured and compared to that of fibers washed from the screen. The
mean length of fibers on the screen is larger than that of the fibers in the original test aerosol.
The mean length of the backflow purged fibers is smaller than that of the fibers from the washed
screen. The results indicate that the purging flow system with screens can harvest the longer
fibers from the original aerosol.
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Inhaled airborne asbestos fibers are implicated in a variety of respiratory diseases, such as
mesothelioma and lung cancer (Kamp, 2009; NIOSH, 2011). Classification of airborne fibers by
length is essential for sample preparation in any experiment that seeks to understand the effect
of fiber length on toxicity (Stanton and Layard, 1978; Stanton et al., 1981; Davis et al., 1986;
Donaldson et al., 1989; Goodglick and Kane 1990; Blake et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999; Baron,
2001; Dodson et al., 2003; Zeidler-Erdely et al., 2006; Donaldson et al., 2010; NIOSH, 2011;
Schinwald et al., 2012; Padmore et al., 2017). Toxicology sample preparation also requires length
separation in significantly higher quantities than is required in typical analytical methods.
Previous studies showed that fibers penetrating through screens were predominantly short
fibers and that, depending on screen pore sizes and configurations, long fibers could be completely
excluded from the transmitted aerosol (Spurny et al., 1969; Myojo, 1999; Ku et al., 2014). Ku et
al. (2014) demonstrated that nylon mesh screens can be effective in obtaining short fibers which
penetrate through the screens. Conversely, long fibers could be harvested from the screen surfaces
(Ku et al., 2017a). Ku et al. (2017b) have extended these studies to mesh screens of various pore
sizes.
However, if fibers are allowed to accumulate on the mesh screen, they will form deposits, and
the retained fibers alter the screen selection characteristics (depth filtration effect). Kasper et al.
(2009) confirmed this effect of particle loading on collection efficiency with spherical challenge
particles. To minimize the loading effect on screen collection efficiency, and to harvest the long
fibers collected on the screen, a method for recovering the collected fibers from the screen is
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required. Ku et al. (2017a) recently reported that fibers could be harvested from the screen by
back-flow purging.
This note reports on the development and evaluation of a periodic flow purging system of a
screen for use in length separation of airborne fibers. The periodic purging reduces fiber accumulation
on the screen, thereby minimizing the depth filtration change in screen performance. We have
also harvested long fibers collected on the screen and compared the length distributions of the
harvested fibers to those of fibers obtained from washing the screen.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
As a surrogate for asbestos, we have used the same glass fibers (supplied by the Japan Fibrous
Material Research Association (JFMRA)—Kohyama et al., 1997), as in our previous studies (Ku et
al., 2013, 2014, 2017a, b, 2018).
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the periodic flow purging system and a flow diagram for screen
collection of fibers and their subsequent recovery from the screen.
The periodic flow purging system consists of a vortex shaker, flow control valves and switches,
and screen mesh system. Aerosolized fibers are generated by vortex shaking of the fiber powder
(Ku et al., 2014). Initially, fibers are aerosolized from the bulk powder at RH ~30–50%: saturated
air is supplied at near-ambient temperature and at 15 psi gauge pressure; sub-saturation RH
~50% results from a reduction to atmospheric pressure. This elevated humidity prevents fiber
charging and promotes aerosolization from the vortex shaker (Baron et al., 1994; Deye et al.,
1999; Ku et al., 2013). The generation proceeds for 30 sec at 1.5 L min–1 (open switches R1, R3,
R5). The vortex shaker is switched off for 10 sec, and then the flow is reversed through the screen
for 30 sec (open switches R2, R4); the ‘desorbed’ fibers are collected on the sampler (located
after R4) at 4.5 L min–1. During this collection phase, a second humidifier, at close to ambient
temperature, provides 80% RH air that more effectively removes the glass fibers from the nylon
screen (the use of dry air for fiber desorption is ineffective—see below). The shorter duty cycle
maintains the temperature of the second humidifier.
The flow and fiber generation are computer controlled (LabView software, National
Instruments, Austin, TX). The flows are controlled by relay operated valves (USB miniLAB 1008
DIO data acquisition interface, Measurement Computing, Norton, MA), designed to cyclically
open and close valves (12 V DC Honeywell Skinner Valves).

2.1 Fiber Length Analysis

Fibers are collected on a 0.8 µm pore size mixed cellulose ester (MCE) filter (25 mm in diameter,
SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA); the fiber-loaded MCE filter is rendered transparent using hot acetone
vapor before fiber images are taken (Ku et al., 2014, 2018) by a (PCM) phase contrast microscope
(Motic Instruments, Inc., British Columbia, Canada). Typically, 200–300 fibers are imaged and
measured; the length data is then statistically analyzed to obtain cumulative length distributions.
Distributions for penetrating fibers (sampled at R3), backflushed fibers (sampled at R4) and
challenge fibers (sampled upstream), were compared. For each screen, two independent runs
were performed (Table S1). Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical analysis was used to determine any
difference between penetrating, backflushed and total fiber samples. Details of the statistical
analysis are provided in the Supplemental Material.

2.2 Screen Washing Procedure

In place of backflushing, we have also studied the fibers collected on the screen by washing
the screen. The screen is removed from the pathway and separated from its holder. Because of
the hydrophilic nature of glass fibers and nylon, water is used to wash the screens. The 25 mm
screen is placed on the inside of a 50 mL test tube and is submerged in 20 mL of deionized water.
The tube is capped and agitated with a vortex shaker for 20 seconds. The liquid slurry is decanted
into a 20 mL glass vacuum filtration assembly with a 0.8 µm MCE filter. This procedure is repeated—
thus, a total of 40 mL of wash is filtered through the same MCE filter. The filter is transferred to
a glass slide with the fiber collection side downward against the top surface of the slide. The
filter is dried by placing a porous stainless-steel filter support pad on the wet filter and placing
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for generating and sampling fibers with a periodic flow purging system.
The backflushing flow lines are marked in red. APS: Aerodynamic particle sizer.
the slide on a heater plate at 120°C for 5 minutes. After cooling, this filter is rendered transparent
with acetone (Ku et al., 2014).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows the fiber length distributions from one experiment with a 10 µm screen: i) the
incoming aerosol stream (open squares); ii) the penetrating aerosol (closed triangles); iii), the
backflush aerosol (closed squares); iv) residue from filtering the washed screen (closed circles).
The length of penetrating fibers (L50% = 6.5 µm) is clearly shorter than the length of the original
aerosol fibers (L50% = 15 µm), consistent with the results from Ku et al. (2014). The length of the
backflush purged fibers (L50% = 22 µm) and of the fibers from the wash of the screens (L50% = 32 µm)
are both longer than that of the original fibers. The length of the fibers in the wash residue
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Fig. 2. Cumulative fiber length distributions of fibers using a 10 µm screen: ‘backflush’ fibers are
obtained by flow purging the screen; ‘total’ is the incoming aerosol; ‘penetrating’ fibers are
transmitted through the screen; ‘washed’ fibers are obtained from washing the screen off-line.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
is longer than that of the backflow purged fibers, indicating that the backflush does not remove
the longest fibers that adhere to the screen.
We used the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test to quantify the differences in the
cumulative fiber-length distributions; details are provided in the Supplemental Material. Additional
statistical measures of these fiber length distributions are summarized in Table S1 of the
Supplemental Material.
It is important to evaluate the fraction of fibers longer than 20 µm; this critical length is relevant
as a typical size of a human macrophage and is also the size above which fiber-challenged alveolar
macrophages exhibit enhanced cytokine response (Padmore et al., 2017). Ideally, we wish to
separate short and long fibers into distinct, non-overlapping populations, with 20 µm as the cutoff length. Only 6–10% of the penetrating fibers have lengths exceeding 20 µm; thus, the short
fibers can be separated with only 10% contamination (by long fibers). Similarly, 55–59% of the
backflushed, and 68-73% of the washed, fibers have lengths exceeding 20 µm; thus, the long
fibers can be separated with 30–40% contamination (by short fibers).
We have repeated these experiments with screens of different mesh sizes. Fig. 3 shows the
length distributions obtained when a 20 µm screen is used. The length distributions are similar to
those obtained (Fig. 2) when a 10 µm screen is used: the lengths associated with the 50% cumulative
fraction of the length distribution from the different fiber populations are L50% = 6.3 µm (penetrating
fibers), 18 µm (original aerosol) 26 µm (backflush aerosol), and 39 mm (washed fibers).
Fig. 3 also shows a difference when dry and humid air is used for the backflush. Purging with
dry air was performed without the second humidifier. Utilizing dry air generates a backflush
aerosol (closed squares) indistinguishable from the original test aerosol (open circles). It is only
when humid air is used (open squares) that the backflush desorbs the longer fibers that adhere
to the screen. Optical microscope images taken of the screen confirm that the screen purged
with humid air is relatively clean, as compared to the screen purged with dry air.
Fig. 4 compares the fiber length distributions of the wash residues (closed symbols) for
experiments conducted with 10 µm, 20 µm, 30 µm and 41 µm screens. The length distribution
of the fibers washed from the screens depends only weakly on the screen mesh size; this is not
understood.
Further study is necessary to determine the screen collection and desorption of fibers with
different physicochemical properties (e.g., hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces).
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Fig. 3. Cumulative fiber length distributions of fibers using a 20 µm screen: ‘total’ is the incoming
aerosol stream (open circle), penetrating aerosol (open triangle), backflush using dry air (closed
square), backflush using humid air (open square). Error bars indicate one standard deviation.

Fig. 4. Comparison of fiber length distributions for the 10 µm (squares) and 20 µm (triangles)
screen experiments: penetrating aerosol (open symbols), wash residue (closed symbols). For
comparison, the fibers recovered from washing 30 µm and 41 µm screens, are included.

4 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed and evaluated a periodic screen flow purging system as a method to obtain
long fibers from an aerosol. The flow purging system minimizes fiber overloading on the screen,
thereby enabling prolonged use. The backflush purging with humid air can detach the longer
fibers that adhere to the screen although the backflush process does not remove the longest,
most strongly adhering fibers from the screen. As shown previously, the aerosol that penetrates
the screen primarily contains the shorter fibers.
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